SCHIMMEL KONZERT K 213 G

TRANSPARENT

Glass has a magic all its own. Its history dates back almost five thous
and years. Discovered in Mesopotamia, the cradle of all culture, glass
in a seemingly infinite variety of forms has conquered the world.
Whether crystal clear or in colors like the windows of cathedrals.
Whether intended for daily use, for jewelry or for decorating a table
set for a banquet – down through the ages and throughout all cultur
al epochs, glass has occupied an important place in the life of mankind.
In its original form, comprised of minerals, it is brittle and fragile.
Transparent acrylic plastic, an achievement of modern science, com
bines the optical characteristics of glass with a flexibility which
renders it virtually impervious to damage by impact. Yet in whatever
form we encounter it, glass has an enchantment all its own. A conv inc
ing proof of this is the Schimmel grand K 213 G Transparent with
acrylic plastic cabinetry, created by Nikolaus W. Schimmel. A uniquely
fascinating instrument.

Schimmel grands have nothing to hide. They’re
all perfection in form, technology and
sound. They’re all masterpieces of
traditional piano manufacturing.
They’re all a symbiosis of art
and craftsm ans hip. Yet no
other Schimmel grand model
puts this on open display
as does the K 213 G
Transparent, an object
of admiration worldwide.
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grand

which

reveals

the

high quality of its materials and
workm ans hip for all to see. Agrand
with a pure, full, scintillating sound.
Play a note on it. Or a chord. Play Mozart. Or
modern jazz. Its sound will inspire you. This
instru
m ent shows you everything. It has only one
secret. A quite simple one. To be able to build a grand
piano in such a flawless elegance and perfection as this
requires over a century of experience in piano manufacturing.
That’s it. That’s the entire secret. One must – as has always been
Schimmel’s company policy right from the very beginning – strive daily for over a
hundred years to make improvements in sound and technology, to offer one’s
customers products featuring quality materials and workmanship and a long
service life. That’s all there is to it. And one must have the courage to try some
thing completely new and different. Like Wilhelm Arno Schimmel, son of Wilhelm
Schimmel, the founder of the company. Way back in 1951, he astonished the music
trade with the world’s first-ever grand piano with a transparent acrylic cabinet.
Or like Nikolaus W. Schimmel, the third Schimmel generation, who updated his
father’s original design and developed it to the perfection we see (and hear) today
– an instrument for customers looking for something quite out of the ordinary.
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Anyone who has ever experienced the Schimmel Grand K 213 G Transparent in a
concert hall, with its shimmering gold-colored trim, reflecting the stage lighting
in a thousand multicolored facets, knows that this unusual instrument is a star
among stars. The stately curves of its traditional grand-piano form make it a real
eyecatcher. Its crystal-clear sound throughout its entire compass, which is enh anced and rendered even more transparent by the acrylic cabinetry, is an inspira
tion to pianists and music lovers alike. Seen from a distance, the instrument sparkles
like a precious jewel; seen from close up, its fine materials and workm ans hip and
technical perfection become clearly evident. Its keyboard-and-action assembly with
its outstanding dynamic-modulation capability responds precisely to the finest
nuances in touch. And in the midst of all this glasslike beauty, a heavy cast-iron
plate bears the tons of tension exerted by the approximately 220 strings. This
instrument is one of the outstanding achievements in over three hundred years of
piano-manufacturing history.
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There’s no doubt about it. The Schimmel acrylic grand is the star on every podium.
Whether in Europe, North America or the Far East. It is an object of admiration
everywhere. Yet it emanates the same aura of fascination in your living room.
Be
c ause this instrument embodies not only a sense of luxury and exclusiveness,
but its owner’s sense of beauty as well. Because beauty, as Shakespeare put it, “is
acq uired only by the discerning eye.” And “without the boasting of the merchant.”
Manufacturers such as Schimmel, one of the world’s leading producers of fine
name-brand pianos, with an uninterrupted tradition dating back to 1885, don’t need
to “boast” about the quality of their products. They convince their customers.
By sound, technology and form. And by beauty and exclusiveness.
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The Schimmel Grand K 213 G Transparent is a highly exclusive instrument. In its sound
and playability, in its technology and construction, it corresponds to the timetested grand series Schimmel Konzert K 213 (7'). The sound-producing portion is of
traditional materials; only the cabinet is

of transparent acrylic plastic. Its concert

qualities convince both professional and amateur pianists. The perfect symbiosis of
the keyboard-and-action assembly and the sound-producing portion represent the
haute école of the art and craft of piano manufacturing.
The cast-iron plate, soundboard and the visible wooden components shimmer in a sub
dued white, supporting the optical lightness of the transparent cabinetry. If desired,
the instrument can also be ordered in colors other than white. For example, pages
14 and 15 of this brochure show a version with a black sound-producing portion and
a gold-colored plate.
It can also be ordered with a built-in lighting system provided with a dimmer. The
lighting is located behind the gold-colored ornamental strip encircling the soundproducing portion, in the top, at the front above the keyboard and in the leg top blocks.

The Schimmel brand enjoys an excellent reputation world
wide. There are many good reasons for this. Masters of their
profession create the sound, playability and appearance of
Schimmel pianos. This guarantees excellence and lasting
value.
CAPE – The Secret of Schimmel Quality
The manufacture of a top-quality piano requires precision
down to the smallest detail. For generations Schimmel
has known about these correlations and has been mak
ing use of the latest in modern technology for optimizing
their designs and controlling manufacturing processes.
Computer-Assisted Piano Engineering – CAPE – is the
secret of the symbiosis of traditional hand craftsmanship
and CNC-controlled machining of backs and plates, of
bridges and soundboards, of keyboards and cabinetry
components, as practiced by Schimmel. Resulting in
individual masterpieces of wood, felt and metal. Each
consisting of over 12,000 components, all of choice
materials. Each part is indispensible and works together
perfectly with the others – the secret of why a real piano
cannot be replaced by electronics and digital technology.
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Beautiful Details
 Traditional cabinet design, cabinetry components of
transparent acrylic plastic, edges beveled and buffed.
 Inside of fallboard with traditional black strip above the
keyboard; hydraulic safety function prevents fallboard
from slamming shut.
 Matching acrylic piano bench with black leather
upholstery. Bench not adjustable in height.
 Gold-colored ornamental strips encircling the rim, in
the top, at the front of the instrument and in the leg top
blocks.
 Elegant gold-plated decorative elements on the plate,
gold-plated plate screws and hinges.
Practical and Time Tested
 Top can be set at three different angles.
 Top easily removed.
 Traditional music desk.
 Heavy-duty swivel casters; front casters provided with
wheel brakes.
 Stable pedal lyre; solid-brass pedals.
Reasons for the Excellent Playability
 CAPE*-optimized Schimmel keyboard-and-action
assembly.
 Traditional Érard-Herz-type repetition action by Renner –
a name synonymous with quality worldwide.
 Schimmel keyboard with each key individually balanced.
 Precisely matched mass and leverage ratios.
 Reliable response and functioning of all components
and pleasing static and dynamic touch weights**.
 Hammers with dynamic response, high felt tension, top
felt stapled to hammer molding.
 Traditional three pedals: una corda (shift), sostenuto,
sustaining.

Competent Partners
To ensure prompt, reliable customer service,
Schimmel pianos are available exclusively
from authorized Schimmel dealers. Your local
authorized Schimmel dealer is happy to offer
you professional advice, as well as our general
catalogue, Grands and Uprights, and our
brochure Piano Manufacturing – An Art and
a Craft, with information on the history of the
piano and of our company and a guided tour
through our production facilities. For further
information, we cordially invite you to visit us at
our Internet Website.

Secrets of the Excellent Sound
 CAPE*-optimized Schimmel sound-producing portion.
 Tonewoods processed under tension.
 Soundboard, bridges and ribs perfectly matched for
optimum vibrational characteristics.
 CAPE*-optimized duplex scale for balanced inharmon
icity and string parameters, as well as efficient use of
the vibrational energy generated by the strings.
 Strings of special steel and copper wire.
 Speaking lengths of strings set with CNC precision.
 Soundboard of solid mountain-grown spruce, threedimensional crown, stable liners of bent plywood.
 Thick tonewood backposts, in a radial arrangement.
 Bridges of hard tonewood with bridge caps.
 Laminated pinblock.
 Tonewood keybed as an important component of the
sound system as a whole.
 Cast-iron plate with optimized acoustic attenuation
properties.
Dimensions
 Length:
 Width:
 Height:

cm
213
154
102

inches
83,86
60,63
40,16

Weight
 Total

kg
534

lb.
1,177

* CAPE = Computer-Assisted Piano Engineering
** At an average relative humidity between 35% and 65%.
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